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Itsu Sensei Essence

IS7018

AC220~240V

300W

50-60Hz

Approximately 30 minutes

Without inclination: 
Approximately 1580mm X 840mm X 1130mm
During inclination: 
Approximately 2000mm X 840mm X 1090mm (with footrest extension)
During inclination: 
Approximately 1920mm X 840mm X 1090mm (without footrest extension)

Massage chair measurements: 
Approximately 1325mm X 740mm X 940mm
Side panel measurements: 
Approximately 1770mm X 745mm X 515mm
Head cover measurements: 
Approximately 1025mm X 750mm X 340mm

Massage chair: Net weight 96.1kg Gross weight 16.5kg
Side panel: Net weight 36kg Gross weight 45.5kg
Head cover: Net weight 7kg Gross weight 11.5kg

Ambient temperature: 0°C-35°C
Relative humidity: 20%-80%

Ambient temperature: 5°C-35°C
Relative humidity: 20%-80%

Approximately 120kg
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ANCIENT KNOW-HOW FOR A TRADITIONAL EXPERIENCE • THE ROYAL TOUCH
Exclusive massage techniques • 6X roller technology



Every experience comes from strong perseverance and spirit. We keep it simple, 
adhering strongly to one principle, which is “delivering an authentic Sensei experi-
ence with the help of modern technology”. With more than 20 years of experience in 
the reflexology industry, we are determined to learn and retain these traditional, 
age-old techniques and practices used by massage therapists.
 
ITSU uses technology to recreate these hand-massage techniques, so that they can 
be preserved throughout time, letting everyone enjoy them for years to come. This is 
our unwavering commitment to bringing excellence in traditional and precise mas-
sage technology.
 
In order to embody the true art of traditional massage, ITSU fuses together 
innovative, cutting-edge technology with massage techniques that feel as though 
they are performed by hand. The word “ITSU” is derived from the Japanese phrase 
“御手” (meaning “the royal touch”), reflecting our professional commitment in 
providing customers with the best products and services in this industry.



On the ITSU Sensei Essence massage chair, the rollers go over the entire massage area, working to relieve 
and release pressure on the cervical spine and back lumbar area, effectively eliminating fatigue. At the 
same time, the adjustable built-in settings with 3 width options and 6 speed options offer extensive customisable 
choices to suit your personal preferences.
 
The 5x5 selection feature offers 25 different types of ITSU Sensei massage 
techniques, with a total of 32 automatic massage programs for total convenience 
and comfort. 10 levels of intensity settings, provide a fully-immersive, 
tailor-made massage experience that is 100% suited to your needs.
 
Appearance-wise, the well-designed chair is luxurious and exquisitely 
detailed. The interior of the chair comes with 6 kinds of air pressure, 
supplemented by massage rollers that operate in wave movements, 
offering an exceptionally comfortable massage. In addition, the foot 
massage bed is equipped with a “Gua Sha” scraping function, offering 
instant relief for fatigued soles to improve general well-being. 

The solid, 6-roller, flexible mechanical arms work to provide a comprehensive massage, supplemented 
with an S-shaped design that kneading and rubbing motions, increasing the massage area by 300%. 

Full-body massage with 6-roller, 4D signature ITSU movements 
offering the royal touch

S-shaped mechanical arms increase
the massage area by 300%

Meticulous care for your hands
Complement your health with acupressure massage

Each living organism has its own relatively independent life function, which is 
also referred to as “life force energy”. The hands are a rich source of this “life 
force energy”, which reflect the condition of various body parts. Through massage, 
various acupuncture points of the hands can be stimulated, which help to improve 
corresponding tissues and organs, playing a significant role in preventing and 
curing ailments while strengthening the body.
 
In Traditional Chinese Medicine, the hands are related to numerous acupuncture 
points, including three Yang meridians, three Yin meridians, and their 
acupoints’ circulation and distribution. There are also fourteen separate channels, 
each distributing numerous special acupoints that can be used to treat 
systemic diseases, allowing a conducive flow of “Qi” within the body. 
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Sleep pressure point
The sleep pressure point is located in the centre of the concave area 
behind the earlobe, in the depression below the occipital bone, between 
the Feng Chi pressure point and Yi Feng pressure point. Putting pressure on 
this acupressure point for 5-10 minutes daily can help calm your nerves and 
improve sleep quality, while also alleviating symptoms such as high blood 
pressure, headaches, dizziness, irritability, and heart palpitations.
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Yong Quan pressure point
The Yong Quan acupressure point on the sole of the foot is the first kidney 
acupuncture point. It is located on the ball of the foot, slightly further down 
from the base between the second and third toes.
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Daily healthcare massages can improve insomnia
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The FIRST-EVER massage chair with Palm 
Massage Function

The ITSU Sensei Essence is the first in the industry to feature a palm 
massage function. Harnessing the power of pressured airbags, shiatsu 
movements stimulate corresponding acupressure points on the hands 
and palms, promoting blood circulation to strengthen the body’s inner 
strength. Simply slide your arms into the airbags, and let ITSU Sensei 
Essence do the work. 

Innovative leg and foot
“Gua Sha” Function

Our feet withstand the most stress on a daily basis, bearing the entire weight 
of our bodies while having to take us places. Like our palms, the soles of our 
feet are also connected to major acupuncture points of the human body, and 
therefore deserve the same amount of attention during massages. 

ITSU Sensei Essence’s unique leg and foot “Gua Sha” scraping function is 
guaranteed to offer you an enjoyable experience with complementary 
airbags and massage rollers. Varying pressure and movements help the feet 
to relax, relieving fatigue and detoxifying the body. Blood circulation is 
improved, fully relaxing the body to prepare you for a good night of deep 
sleep. 
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Stay healthy & relaxed, always.

Offering an all-new, authentic-feeling massage technology comparable to 
human hands, featuring 5 major areas with 25 healthcare techniques and 32 
massage programmes.

The ITSU Sensei Essence uses a combination of various massage techniques such as 
Shiatsu, kneading, rubbing, pushing, and knocking, expertly fine-tuning each technique 
to care for users with different degrees of muscle soreness. Designed with the user in 
mind, a total of 25 health techniques and 32 automatic massage programmes deliver 
instant relief to 5 major areas. The unique warming massage function effectively 
promotes blood circulation, offering a comprehensive soothing experience from the neck 
to the shoulders, back, and waist. Like the warm, comforting hands of a professional 
traditional masseur, each experience with the ITSU Sensei Essence brings you one step 
closer to good health. 

Using an intelligent front slide technology, the back of 
the chair only requires 4cm of space away from the 
wall when retracted, saving a lot of space and 
making it easier to store.

Space-saving design

The unique zero gravity massage function can help 
you feel as though you are sleeping in a cradle. It 
helps your entire body relax, in order to efficiently 
relieve mental stress and release fatigue. 

 Zero gravity massage

Designed to snugly fit against the S-curve of the 
human back, with an added L-shaped track, the 
rollers complement each other, providing an even 
more precise way for massage rollers to massage 
every part of the body.

Extra-long S and L-shaped track

138cm

Hot compress Airbags



Intelligent body type detection
4 main custom programs, offering personalised massage 
patterns for everyone in the family.

The massage chair is equipped with an intelligent body type 
detection function, allowing it to perform precise massages 
according to various body types. You and your family will be able 
to enjoy a unique massage program specially tailored to suit your 
unique body type, plus a rejuvenating full-body air compression 
experience offered by the built-in wraparound airbags.

Personalise your massage chair
to suit you

With ITSU, we not only offer a massage chair that tailors massages to suit your 
preferences and body type, but also customisable services. We have a range 
of colour choices available, allowing you to create a massage chair that is a 
perfect match for your personal style and décor. We recommend pairing your 
personalised massaged chair with our signature “Gua Sha” scraping function, 
which not only promotes blood circulation, but also completely relaxes the 
body and reinvigorates the spirit, bringing you high-quality sleep.


